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Khazanov, G.V., D. L. Gallagher, and K. Gamayunov 
It is well known that the effects of EMIC waves on RC ion and RB electron dynamics 
strongly depend on such particlelwave characteristics as the phase-space distribution 
function, frequency, wave-normal angle, wave energy, and the form of wave spectral 
energy density. Therefore, realistic characteristics of EMIC waves should be properly 
determined by modeling the RC-EMIC waves evolution self-consistently. Such a self- 
consistent model progressively has been developing by Khaznnov et nl. [2002-20061. It 
solves a system of two coupled kinetic equations: one equation describes the RC ion 
dynamics and another equation describes the energy density evolution of EMIC waves. 
Using this model, we present the effectiveness of relativistic electron scattering and 
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